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About This Game

Construct/ Invent! very unique bridges in a physics based world.
Drive a truck yourself. Combine the building needs with your driving skills.

New and more varying leveldesign.

with complete Tutorial campaign!
30 Campaign level

7 Playgrounds

3d Bridges is a daugther project of 3d Engineers on Steam (3de).
3de is including 3d Bridges + adds engineering functionality and an enhanced interface. It is having a different concept and is

early access.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows xp

Memory: 1 GB RAM
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English,German
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over engineered comes to mind. What a great concept!

The graphics are pretty minimalist, but it is not a game where it comes to the latest graphics.
The physics is complete and works reliably, the possibility to switch to the stress indicator is particularly useful if you want to
improve your design.
The editor for the construction work is well thought out, you can completely concentrate on designing.
What bothers me personally a bit is the height grid, there could be a few lines less on it but you soon get used to it.
The tutorial is very detailed like the tooltips. The player has to learn how to operate, but more help you can't expect.
It also seems to get updated on a regular basis, which means that the developer(s) still actively working on it.
Overall, I find the implementation of a Bridge game well done, other than the usual sandbox games where you only have colored
cubes available.
I'll probably spend a couple of hours, mainly because it gets quite tricky in the advanced levels.. very hard to play just building 4
post took alot of time and alot of camera adjustments very few tools to make building easier i love bridge building games and
this one fustrates me like no other. Holy crud batman! The UI is horrible!
I swear you have to have brain damage in order to use it.
Come on, shouldn't the UI be pretty streight forward?
Having a bad UI is like a car with no steering wheel, or brakes, or gas peddle. Sigh...
. You probbaly want to give this a miss.

This doesn't even look like the screenshots let alone play like advertised. The graphics are abysmal, the interface is awful. This
game just made my eyes bleed and and my brain go on holidays.

There are other bridge building games. They're fun, they look good and they function well. Go play one of those.

I had to go back and play this game for another full minute just so I could warn you all!

Honestly, I gave it a go, and kudos to the devloper for getting something published. Hell I haven't achieved that, so well done!

But as a gamer, as a lover of games where you build stuff... this isnt the game to play.. This game is definitely more complicated
than most bridge building games but if you like to build bridges theres nothing better :D The camera is kinda hard to control but
overall its a great bridge building game.

Make the camera esier to navigate and I give this game 10\/10 for bridge building.. Badly produced game. Don't bother buying.
The controls are all over the place, the camera and building systems are awful and it is hard to follow some of the tutorials.
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Absolutely the worst game I have ever played.. Driving is a cool feature, but the building aspect is a trainwreck.. Badly produced
game. Don't bother buying. The controls are all over the place, the camera and building systems are awful and it is hard to
follow some of the tutorials.. This game is really rough around the edges, all the english is broken and the controlls are really bad
and unchangable, but its fun to build the bridges i guess. Absolutely the worst game I have ever played.. very hard to play just
building 4 post took alot of time and alot of camera adjustments very few tools to make building easier i love bridge building
games and this one fustrates me like no other. Absolutely the worst game I have ever played.. You probbaly want to give this a
miss.

This doesn't even look like the screenshots let alone play like advertised. The graphics are abysmal, the interface is awful. This
game just made my eyes bleed and and my brain go on holidays.

There are other bridge building games. They're fun, they look good and they function well. Go play one of those.

I had to go back and play this game for another full minute just so I could warn you all!

Honestly, I gave it a go, and kudos to the devloper for getting something published. Hell I haven't achieved that, so well done!

But as a gamer, as a lover of games where you build stuff... this isnt the game to play.. Holy crud batman! The UI is horrible!
I swear you have to have brain damage in order to use it.
Come on, shouldn't the UI be pretty streight forward?
Having a bad UI is like a car with no steering wheel, or brakes, or gas peddle. Sigh...
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